
DEPARTMENT CC4H - CHALLENGE CLASSES 

For enrolled 4-H’ers only 
 

 

Baking 
RULES & REGULATIONS 

1. Articles to be judged on the modified Danish System, except Cloverbuds. 

2. See Rules & Regulations for Baking (page 50). 

 

Class: CC101 Soda Cupcakes 

 

Make 6 cupcakes using a cake box mix of your choice – BUT, substitute ALL ingredients (other than the mix itself) with 

a 12 ounce soda of your choice.  Following cooking instructions on box for temperature and time. 

DO NOT use an electric mixer, over mixing will make your cake tough (batter may look lumpy). 

Fill cupcake liners to just below the rim to avoid cooking over; your cupcakes will rise. 

 

Be creative with your cake and soda choices. 

 

Clothing & Textiles 
RULES & REGULATIONS 

1. Articles to be judged on the modified Danish System, except Cloverbuds. 

2. See Rules & Regulations for Clothing & Textiles (page 54). 

 

Class: CC102 Spiral Shirt Tie Dye 

 

Get a shirt of your choosing and make a spiral tie dye pattern.  USE FOUR COLORS. 

 

1. Wash shirt with no fabric softener (no dryer sheets, either)  
2. Lay shirt flat and twist from center. (First image) 

3. Place rubberbands around shirt (second image) 

4. Add colors (soak through)  
5. Follow instructions on your dye to be sure to leave on for the appropriate amount of time. 

 

Art 
RULES & REGULATIONS 

1. Articles to be judged on the 

modified Danish System, except 

Cloverbuds. 

2. See Rules & Regulations for Arts 

(page 57). 

 
Class: CC103 Pop-Art 

 

Create a piece of original Pop-Art on “paper” no smaller than an 8 ½ X 11 inch piece of paper – but no larger than a poster 

board.  The creation should be on “paper” (you can use foam board/etc.), but it should be a flat piece of art (nothing 

three dimensional, or wearable, etc.) 

Pop art 

/päp ärt/ 

Noun 

Art based on modern popular culture and the mass media, especially 

as a critical or ironic comment on traditional fine art values. 


